This Chilly Penguin will really warm you up on those cold winter nights. Using a cute penguin panel and fun penguin winter prints, this quilt is sure to be a hit with kids and adults alike. So cozy up with your very own Chilly Penguin quilt!

**Quilt Assembly:**

7. Sew (1) **Side Border** to left and right side of quilt center, then sew (1) **Top/Bottom Border** to top and bottom of quilt center. **(Note rotation).**

8. Sew (1) **H** 2-1/2” x 45-1/2” strip to top and bottom of quilt center. Then sew (1) **Outer Border** to top and bottom of quilt center following the **Quilt Diagram** below.

**FINISHING:** Cut batting and backing 3” larger than top on all sides. Layer backing, batting and top together and baste or pin. When quilting is completed, trim excess batting and backing.

**Finished Quilt Size:** 45” W x 66” L

---

**Note:** If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it.
**Quilt Center Construction:**

1. Cut up the **A** penguin panel and cut all the pieces to assemble the penguin. Sew the pieces together to create the center penguin.

2. Appliqué penguin motif on **B** 26-1/2" square following diagram below.

3. Sew **C** 26-1/2" strips to left and right side of quilt center. Then sew **C** 28-1/2" strips to top and bottom of quilt center.

**Border Assembly:**

4. Side Borders: Sew together side borders using **E**, **F** and **G** 4-1/2" x 9" rectangles following the diagram below. Make 2 side borders.

5. Top/Bottom Borders: Sew together top/bottom borders using **E**, **F** and **G** 4-1/2" x 9" rectangles, then sew **D** 9" squares to either side of border following the diagram below. Make 2 top/bottom borders.

6. Outer Borders: Sew together outer borders using **I** and **J** 4-1/2" x 9" rectangles sewn in between **C** 1-1/2" x 9" strips following diagram below. Make 2 outer borders.